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Market Statistics 

Stocks Yields (%) Commodities 

DJIA 18,308  Fed Funds .25-.50 US Tr. 3-Y 0.88 CRB Futures 418 

P/E ratio 17.00 Disc. Rate 1.00 US Tr. 5-Y 1.15 Gold ($/oz) 1,317 

S&P 500 2,168 Libor 1-Mo 0.53 US Tr. 10-Y 1.60 Silver ($/oz) 19.21 

P/E ratio 17.46 US Tr. 1-Y 0.60 US Tr. 30-Y 2.32  Crude ($/bbl)* 
(NYM Light Sweet Crude)

48.24 

Source: FactSet (Sep. 30), Federal Reserve,  
* Spot prices (Sep. 30)
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Whatever can be said about the world recovery 
since the crisis, it has been neither strong, nor 
sustainable, nor balanced… 
 – Mervyn King 
 

B rexit notwithstanding, the old adage “sell in 
May and go away” certainly held sway this 

summer. Over a 42-day period ending in early 
September, the S&P 500 traded in the narrow-
est range seen over such a span since 1928. 
The Dow Jones Industrial Average also mean-
dered; over that same period the index covered 
a range smaller than any other in the last hun-
dred years. Summer vacations went largely un-
interrupted.  
 
This lack of volatility belies real risks underlying 
the world economy today. While what exactly 
drives Mr. Market’s whims can be difficult to 
predict, many hidden dangers lurk, though 
largely unrealized as of yet: the end of a global 
commodities super-cycle; economic slowdown 
in China (likely worse than reported); the presi-
dential election in the US; weakness in Europe 
and certain US business sectors; a potential 
collapse of Germany’s largest bank; the slow-
motion breakup of the European Union, with 
Britain already voting to leave.  
 
But the one force dominating the financial world 
is, of course, the continuing efforts by central 
banks around the globe to drag their econo-
mies out of a malaise, most notably through 
money printing and the economic equivalent of 
dividing by zero: negative interest rates. The 
fundamental economic premise that a dollar 
today is worth more than a dollar tomorrow is 
violated.   
 
Around the globe, central banks have taken it 
upon themselves to inflate asset prices, in 
hopes that increased wealth will “trickle down” 
and reignite consumption. The Fed and other 
central banks have pursued this so-called 
“wealth effect” to little avail since the financial 
crisis. Maintaining low interest rates, as Mervyn 
King, former governor of the Bank of England, 
argues in his book The End of Alchemy, has 
failed to achieve the desired effects of either 
increasing investment or stimulating growth. 
Considering that he led the Bank of England 

until 2011, King is refreshingly critical of ongo-
ing central bank policy.  
 
King makes several salient points. He asserts 
that extended periods of low interest rates 
spook businesses to the point that they avoid 
investing for growth. Central bank pessimism, 
as evidenced by their unwillingness to withdraw 
from the radical monetary policies in effect over 
the last eight years clearly demoralizes busi-
nesses around the world. King cautions against 
continued easy money as it suffers from dimin-
ishing returns and stifles actual growth. “Short-
term stimulus reinforces the misallocation of 
investment between sectors of the economy,” 
he writes, “and its impact on spending peters 
out when households and businesses come to 
realize that the pattern of spending is unsus-
tainable.” 
 
Capping off the quarter was the expected Fed 
decision not to raise interest rates. After a sum-
mertime stretch of calm, market turbulence 
briefly erupted in the run up to the FOMC’s 
September 21st policy meeting. Though the de-
cision was widely anticipated, speculation on 
pending Fed action is a major driver of anxiety.  
 
The Fed behaves as if it is hostage to the mar-
ket. Its leaders know that they need to take 
away the punch bowl but seem unwilling do so 
without prior approval from raucous partygoers. 
The FOMC clearly fears that it could ignite a 
sharp selloff by surprising the market – revers-
ing the growth they believe has resulted from 
the wealth effect. Even so, in September three 
FOMC members voted to hike rates in a rare 
show of dissent. Despite having led the market 
to believe they could hike rates as many as 
four times this year, the Fed appears poised for 
a single rate hike at their December meeting. 
Even then, Mr. Market’s blessing may still be 
required. 
 
How did the Fed get into this mess in the first 
place? In the aftermath of the financial crisis 
nearly eight years ago, the Fed executed poli-
cies deemed by former Fed chief Paul Volcker 
to push “the very edge of its lawful and implied 
power, transcending certain long embedded 
central bank principles and practices.” Ben 

Letter to Investors 
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Bernanke, chief Fed honcho at the time, de-
scribed his objective with these radical policies 
as the desire to create a “wealth effect” by forc-
ing the level of interest rates so low, and later 
by flooding the financial system with so much 
liquidity, that asset prices would inflate and 
stimulate a virtuous circle of spending and in-
vestment. While they’ve succeeded in the infla-
tion of asset prices, former Fed Chair Alan 
Greenspan now fears that ”crazies” have or-
chestrated a future featuring both weak de-
mand and elevated rates of actual inflation – in 
other words, “stagflation.” 
 

If you fast forward, it follows that when interest 
rates finally do rise the “wealth effect” would  
shift into reverse. Assets of every type likely 
would be repriced lower as discount rates in-
crease – hence the apprehension by Janet 
Yellen’s Fed to risk upsetting Mr. Market. As  
PIMCO’s former CEO, Mohamed El-Erian, put  
it, “The longer [easy monetary policy] persists, 
the more asset prices will be divorced from the 
realities of economic and corporate fundamen-
tals; and the greater the risk, down the road, of 
the kind of financial instability that undermines 
economic growth and prosperity.” It’s naive of 
the Fed to believe reality can be postponed for-
ever.  
 
Over the 12 months that ended September 
30th, net of fees the SaratogaRIM Large Cap 
Quality composite generated a total return of 
11.45% and the Focus composite returned 
16.58%. Over the same period, the S&P 500 
Total Return was 15.43%, the Russell 1000 
Growth was 13.76%, the Russell 1000 Value 
was 16.20%, and the MSCI World Index was 
11.36%. Our performance was consistent with 
what we would expect at this point in the eco-
nomic market cycles. *The SEC requires that 
we remind you past performance is no guaran-
tee of future returns (See Disclosures). 
 
As evidenced by the $13.28 trillion combined 
balance sheets of the big four (Fed, BOJ, BOE 
& ECB), central banks are supporting financial 
markets by sheer force. Quite simply, it’s im-
perative that we stay disciplined in executing 
our investment process. We’ll continue to in-
vest in the types of quality businesses we focus 
on when prices make sense. When they don’t, 
we’ll be just as disciplined in our profit taking. 
The bottom line is that it is essential that we - 
as long term investors - remain focused on be-
ing compensated for taking risk, regardless of 
Fed action, inaction or whether others are away 
at the beach.  
 
Respectfully, 
 
 
 
Matt Casas 
Analyst & Assistant Portfolio Manager  Past performance is no guarantee of future returns. All returns presented 

gross of (before) fees. This chart is supplemental and comprises daily 
return estimates calculated by FactSet utilizing month-end holdings data 
and may differ from actual daily performance. See disclosures on pages 
12 and 13.   

Fig. 1: SaratogaRIM LCQ & Focus vs. S&P 500 TR  
9/30/15 - 9/30/16 
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N ot a day goes by without somebody in the 
financial world touting “smart beta.” Also 

known as factor investing, the strategy is based 
on the thesis that equity portfolios weighted for 
certain “factors” can outperform the S&P 500 
over time on a risk-adjusted basis. The four 
most fashionable smart beta factors are value, 
momentum, quality and low-volatility. Using 
“rules-based implementation,” meaning algo-
rithmic stock selection, smart beta aims to repli-
cate active portfolio management at a lower 
cost since you don’t have to pay anyone to 
think. Through the first half of 2016, the largest 
smart beta exchange-traded fund, the iShares 
Edge MSCI Min Vol USA ETF (Ticker: USMV), 
garnered $6.22 billion in asset flows, more than 
any other equity ETF globally. Smart beta’s 
meteoric rise is something of a spectacle. 
 
Fans of the index investment industry might call 
this spectacular. We don’t. We do respect 
some of the underlying logic employed by the 
best smart beta strategies, such as that cheap 
stocks outperform expensive ones or that all 
else equal, “quality” businesses that earn per-
sistently above average profitability outperform 
those that don’t. We also laud the discipline of 
rules-based execution. However, we see a fun-
damental problem – namely that smart beta 
strategies are inherently backward looking 
while intelligent active investing is forward look-
ing – plus many blind spots in algorithmic in-
vesting that can’t be eliminated without human 
judgment. As always, our antennae go up when 
Wall Street takes a good idea and runs with it – 
because the insatiable drive to monetize every-
thing inevitably ends poorly for those late to the 
party.  
 
What follows is our take on the smart beta phe-
nomenon – written, we hope, dispassionately 
and from the perspective of a firm that has 
clearly benefitted from many of the underlying 
factors that smart beta seeks to capitalize on. It 
will highlight aspects we like, address weak-
nesses we discern and shed light on the ever-
present herd mentality on Wall Street. That 

force, alive and well in modern finance, has al-
ready shepherded big money into smart beta 
products and might someday trigger a stam-
pede out. Finally, we’ll explain why we believe 
our more holistic approach that might aptly be 
called “smart alpha” is superior over the long 
term. 
 
The Low-Volatility Anomaly 
One specific subset of smart beta arose to ex-
ploit a fundamental inconsistency in finance re-
lated to low-volatility. Modern Portfolio Theory 
(MPT), the ideological standard in our industry 
since the 1960s, holds that because markets 
are efficient, the only way to boost potential in-
vestment returns is by taking more risk, which 
is to say that there’s no “free lunch.” MPT also 
equates risk and volatility, a shortcut that peri-
odically proves dangerous in the extreme. 
Since the 1970s, scholars testing MPT’s tenets 
recognized, much to their chagrin that stocks 
with various factors which eventually included 
low beta (meaning low-volatility relative to the 
market, or in MPT parlance, low risk), actually 
outperformed the overall market. This outcome 
runs counter to the basic notion that risk is 
compensated with higher expected return, and 
contradicts MPT too fundamentally to be ig-
nored or explained away.  
 
This inconsistency was dubbed the “low-
volatility anomaly.” While many downplayed the 
phenomenon, industry innovators took notice, 
particularly those looking to beat plain vanilla 
passive ETF strategies designed to track the 
market. “Contrary to [MPT],” wrote Aye M. Soe 
of Dow Jones Indices, “the empirical evidence 
of numerous academic studies has illustrated 
that low-volatility or low risk investing outper-
forms the broad market as well as high-risk 
strategies over a long-term investment horizon 
with much less realized volatility.” This obser-
vation underscores the meteoric rise of passive 
low-volatility strategies.  
 
The studies make perfect sense to us. In fact, 
we’ve viewed the low volatility of the portfolios 

Smarter Alpha 
‘Factors’ are only part of the mix 
By Adam Sato 
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we construct as a virtue. According to every 
database we’re aware of, since inception on 
2/29/2000 the SaratogaRIM Large Cap Quality 
Composite has simultaneously generated one 
of the lowest volatility profiles in the large cap 
domestic equity universe and bested the S&P 
500 by 4.22% annually through the end of Q3 
2016. In short, our experience has been that 
portfolios that exhibit low-volatility (measured 
by either beta or standard deviation) do in fact 
outperform the market over time. Past perfor-
mance is no guarantee of future returns.  
 
To be clear, we do not think it’s simply the low-
volatility of individual stock prices that drove 
our observed outperformance. In the mathe-
matics of compounding, it’s absolutely true that 
at the portfolio level avoiding a percentage of 
loss is worth more than an equivalent percent-
age gain. What’s most important at the individ-
ual stock level is to manage exposure to the 
underlying risk that cause downside volatility in 
the first place. Said another way, it’s not the 
volatility of individual stock prices relative to the 
market that matter over the long run, but rather 
the true volatility of the underlying businesses 
themselves. So, the overlap between our hold-
ings and low-volatility strategies is unintentional 
on our part – it’s simply a byproduct of our 
screening for exceptional companies with 
steady and stable business models, not steady 
stock prices.  
 
Unlike smart beta ETFs, we make long-term 
investments in businesses – not sectors or cat-
egories of stocks. To us, a short history of low 
stock price volatility (one popular ETF only con-
siders the past 280 days in their stock selection 
algorithm) creates a frail foundation for any 
long-term investment strategy – even if it were 
to charge no fees. A sound investment strategy 
needs to take a broader view of risk and its 
sources in order to generate consistent outper-
formance, or alpha. 
 
Volatility Isn’t Risk  
(And Why That Matters) 

To restate, low-volatility is a byproduct of our 
investment process, not an objective. In con-
trast, low-volatility ETF’s deem “risky” any stock 
with a brief history of volatile price movements, 
period. Sure, volatility in share price may reflect 

underlying risk, but it’s a signal often obscured 
by noise. Additionally, a lack of historical stock 
price volatility may tell you nothing at all about 
how much real risk you’re actually taking. For 
instance, a non-bank financial firm with a very 
stable share price performance history could be 
quietly ratcheting up exposure to mortgage-
linked derivative products that could later prove 
toxic – risky behavior obscured by its historical 
share price stability. In 2008 this is what actual-
ly happened to insurance giant AIG, which 
would have passed muster with many of to-
day’s smart beta algorithms when it collapsed, 
wiping out its shareholders and requiring a 
$180 billion bailout from U.S. taxpayers. Fur-
thermore, by mechanically judging stock price 
volatility through the rear view mirror, a strategy 
like USMV may violate a basic tenet of invest-
ing: that future returns are inversely related to 
prices paid. For example, a stock that experi-
ences a significant price drop may be excluded 
by USMV due to recent volatility. A thinking in-
vestor would recognize that drops in stock pric-
es often create opportunities to purchase quali-
ty businesses at discounted prices relative to 
their intrinsic values. 
 
Clearly, we assess risk differently. Unlike those 
who define risk as price volatility, the focus of 
our philosophy is on the risk of permanent im-
pairment (loss) of capital. Analysis of the most 
common sources of losses historically leads 
predominantly to three culprits: Business Model 
Risk, Financial Risk and Valuation Risk. Aware-
ness of our aversion to these potential destroy-
ers of capital is central to understanding our 
efforts. 
 
Rules-based investing is mechanical – in     
USMV’s case, it tracks the underlying MSCI 
USA Minimum Volatility Index. Our process 
does incorporate elements of rules-based in-
vesting, which include quantitative screening, 
profitability hurdles and strict adherence to val-
uation discipline. Other elements, like our judg-
ments of the quality of a company’s profitability, 
competitiveness and future ability to defend or 
further entrench its advantaged position in its 
industry are clearly subjective, but they are also 
critical to the task of managing the risk of per-
manent loss of capital. Both the rules-based 
aspects and the judgment calls complement 
each other and contribute to our portfolio alpha 
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(outperformance) over time. 
Disciplined adherence to our 
quantitative process protects 
us in extreme economic envi-
ronments, but must be tem-
pered with sound judgment 
that enables us to translate 
the results into our forward 
looking investment process. 
While rules-based aspects of 
this could be matched by an 
algorithm, sound judgment 
can’t. 
 
Shades of the Nifty-Fifty 

We’ve constructed equity 
portfolios with low historic vol-
atility for more than two dec-
ades. Over much of that his-
tory, we’ve identified compa-
nies that thrived out of the 
limelight – firms too boring, 
steady or well-known to be 
the “it” holdings of the mo-
ment. Recently, that has be-
come more difficult. When we 
purchased many of our long-
term holdings they were un-
loved or viewed as “value 
traps”. Yet we detected sus-
tainable competitive ad-
vantages, above average 
profitability and other valuable 
traits we seek, and purchased 
these stocks at prices we 
considered attractive. Well, 
thanks in part to the vogue for 
low-volatility and quality smart 
beta ETFs, over the past cou-
ple years the prices of some 
of these have run up to a 
point where we’ve lightened 
positions or sold outright. 
There are certainly far fewer 
attractive investment candi-
dates today than there were 
before the recent surge in 
popularity of smart beta. 
 
In general, many of the types 
of companies we’re attracted 
to have become far less at-
tractive, in some cases down- Source: SaratogaRIM, Morningstar Direct. Past performance is no guarantee of future returns. 

Fig. 2: SaratogaRIM Portfolio Set vs. S&P 500 TR & Select MSCI 
Smart Beta Indices – Long-Term Relative Performance (Gross) & 
Historical Drawdown Comparison - 3/1/2000 through 9/30/2016 
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right expensive. To illustrate, as of June 30th 
USMV traded at a 23.8% premium to the S&P 
500. While nowhere near as extreme, parallels 
can be drawn with the so-called Nifty Fifty – the 
bluest of the blue chips and the backbone of 
U.S. industry that dominated the U.S. stock 
market in the late 1960s before slumping in 
early 1973 to trigger a decade long bear mar-
ket. Banks, institutions and investors of all 
stripes crowded into these “one decision” 
stocks, so named because many believed them 
to be worth owning forever regardless of price.  
 
By the time the fad crested, valuations had be-
come absurd led by the day’s hot tech firm, Po-
laroid, with a P/E of 91. During the brutal bear 
market that followed, although the Nifty Fifty’s 
businesses delivered relatively strong funda-
mental performance, their stock prices fell far 
more than the overall market. As Forbes maga-
zine later wrote, “The problem was not with the 
companies but with the temporary insanity of 
money managers” proving yet again that well-
packaged stupidity can pass for wisdom. 
 
Smart beta has yet to drive valuations to that 
altitude. Still, the constituents of many are too 
rich for our blood. Even proponents of passive 
factor investing have begun to worry. Research 
Affiliates LLC, a respected leader in smart beta 
and asset allocation strategies, earlier this year 
raised a red flag in an essay entitled “How Can 
‘Smart Beta’ Go Horribly Wrong?” It noted that 
stocks identified for popular factors, including 
low-volatility and quality, now trade near histori-
cally high relative valuations, raising “the rea-
sonable probability of a smart beta crash [due 
to] the soaring popularity of factor-tilt strate-
gies.” Overcrowding is a very real risk, as 
USMV is now the 26th largest equity ETF that 
trades in the United States with over $14 billion 
in assets under management. 
 
The smart beta craze also evokes memories of 
the late 1990s, when most everything with a 
“.com” at the end of it rode a one-way vector. 
The bust that followed was value-destroying for 
many investors. Integral to this was Wall Street 
pumping a genuine technological revolution to 
an extreme. Today our portfolio contains sever-
al technology firms that were far too expensive 
to own back in the heyday of dot-com mania, 
as well as original constituents of the Nifty Fifty 

that would have been way out of our price 
range had we been executing our investment 
process in the late 1960s. The bottom line is 
that valuation always matters. 
 
Given the compelling marketing allure of smart 
beta, its popularity doesn’t surprise us. The no-
tion that if you simply buy a basket of low-
volatility stocks you can outperform the market 
is one many people want to believe; it would 
make everything so easy. Unfortunately, invest-
ing effectively is not that simple, and as Charlie 
Munger puts it, “It’s not supposed to be easy. 
Anyone who thinks it’s easy is stupid.” Overall, 
no single factor can be relied upon to form the 
basis of a truly sound investment process. 
We’ve focused on the low-volatility example 
here, but the same critique holds true for any 
smart beta strategy. No matter how high quality 
your company is, how stable its price history 
has been or how much momentum it is riding, 
you’re going to lose if you pay too much. Con-
versely, no matter how cheap you thought it 
was when you bought it, a heavily leveraged or 
excessively capital intensive business can dis-
appoint dramatically in the wrong economic cir-
cumstances.  
 
Our investment process cannot be distilled 
down to an algorithm. By limiting our investable 
universe to financially sound companies with 
non-capital intensive business models and sus-
tainable competitive advantages, we strive to 
minimize permanent loss of capital by manag-
ing our exposure to business model and finan-
cial risks. By insisting on a margin of safety be-
tween the prices we are willing to pay and what 
we believe the underlying businesses are 
worth, as well as insisting that we actually get 
paid to take risk, we defend against valuation 
risks. The result has been effective, consistent 
and long-term oriented stock selection that has 
enabled our SaratogaRIM Quality composite to 
outperform – since its inception on February 
29, 2000 - not only the S&P 500, but the actual 
and back-tested MSCI smart beta indices. All 
with far less volatility.  
 
In the parlance of modern portfolio theory, that 
means higher alpha with lower beta. And it re-
quires a holistic approach beyond the scope of 
any algorithm.  
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Fig. 3: Performance Attributes - 3/1/2000 through 9/30/2016 

Source: SaratogaRIM, Morningstar Direct. Past performance is no guarantee of future returns. 





Gross Net S&P 500 Median Standard Quality S&P 500 Number of % Non- Fee End of Period Pct Of Firm End of Period
Year TWR TWR Total Return TWR Deviation Composite Total Return Portfolios Paying Accts Total Assets Assets Total Firm Assets

2000 (2/29) 32.49 31.45 -2.45 n/a n/a - - 48 0.0% 14,909,737.56 55.76 26,739,561.04
2001 -1.62 -2.56 -11.93 -1.65 3.58 - - 64 0.0% 30,514,640.98 82.74 36,880,627.71
2002 -9.37 -10.17 -22.06 -11.06 3.01 - - 89 0.0% 34,000,857.47 86.67 39,231,009.50
2003 18.24 17.18 28.68 16.69 2.44 - - 96 0.0% 42,848,809.47 81.77 52,403,457.10
2004 1.58 0.66 10.88 -0.29 2.96 - - 103 0.2% 47,681,947.54 82.16 58,032,372.36
2005 7.11 6.13 4.91 5.54 2.39 - - 105 0.2% 50,517,691.96 82.30 61,384,012.72
2006 16.94 15.87 15.80 14.48 2.82 - - 99 0.2% 56,390,733.75 76.99 73,239,570.68
2007 12.06 11.02 5.49 10.29 3.31 - - 99 0.2% 61,759,766.08 77.97 79,206,822.92
2008 -11.91 -12.74 -37.00 -12.32 4.20 - - 126 0.5% 63,833,081.54 78.86 80,940,276.85
2009 24.77 23.65 26.46 23.89 2.18 - - 259 0.4% 149,451,161.47 81.46 183,475,713.20
2010 14.27 13.43 15.06 13.89 0.76 - - 494 0.3% 308,594,397.72 72.87 423,498,666.41
2011 4.31 3.69 2.11 3.27 0.53 11.86 18.71 1,176 0.4% 675,644,949.35 89.07 758,587,627.80
2012 9.93 9.30 16.00 9.33 0.61 9.98 15.09 1,539 0.4% 952,297,851.47 91.19 1,044,258,285.00
2013 21.65 20.98 32.39 21.10 1.63 7.85 11.94 1,823 0.3% 1,260,548,699.31 89.81 1,403,561,317.89
2014 10.58 9.98 13.69 10.37 0.94 6.30 8.97 1,912 0.7% 1,338,762,813.12 82.94 1,614,090,178.92
2015 1.77 1.22 1.38 1.07 1.00 6.96 10.47 1,989 1.6% 1,268,091,067.90 77.41 1,638,083,262.30

09/30/16 7.16 6.72 7.84 n/a n/a 6.55 10.67 2,136 1.4% 1,352,358,494.79 74.77 1,808,756,842.04

3 Yr Ann Standard Dev





Gross Net S&P 500 Median Standard Focus S&P 500 Number of % Non- Fee End of Period Pct Of Firm End of Period
Year TWR TWR Total Return TWR Deviation Composite Total Return Portfolios Paying Accts Total Assets Assets Total Firm Assets

2014 (8/31) 6.95 6.71 3.46 n/a n/a - - 31 0.0% 59,408,640.33 3.68 1,614,090,178.92
2015 2.84 2.28 1.38 2.70 0.25 - - 88 0.0% 122,809,323.37 7.50 1,638,083,262.30

09/30/16 10.58 10.13 7.84 n/a n/a - - 145 0.0% 209,813,839.93 11.60 1,808,756,842.04

3 Yr Ann Standard Dev
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Saratoga Research & Investment Management, founded in 1995, is a SEC Registered Investment Advisor 
specializing in constructing and managing equity portfolios comprised of high caliber businesses utilizing 
common sense investment principles for individual and institutional investors. Prior to March 7, 2007, Sarato-
ga Research & Investment Management was known as Tanner & Associates Asset Management.   
 
The opinions herein are those of Saratoga Research & Investment Management  (“SaratogaRIM”). The con-
tents of this report are only a portion of the original material and research and should not be relied upon in 
making investment decisions. Our quarterly reports focus primarily on our Equity Strategy. Under no circum-
stance is this an offer to sell or a solicitation to buy securities. All data, information and opinions are subject to 
change without notice.  
 
Officers and employees of SaratogaRIM or any organization, which they are affiliated with, may have posi-
tions in securities or commodities referred to herein, and may, as agent or principal, buy and sell such securi-
ties or commodities. Opinions and statements of a fundamental nature, are geared for the long-term investor. 
SaratogaRIM is not a tax/legal advisor and therefore assumes no liability for any tax/legal research. Any infor-
mation that is furnished to you should be thoroughly examined by a professional tax/legal advisor. 
 
SaratogaRIM claims compliance with the Global Investment Performance Standards (GIPS®) and has pre-
sented this report in compliance with the GIPS standards. SaratogaRIM has been independently verified for 
the period of March 1, 2000 through December 31, 2015. The verification report is available upon request. 
Verification assesses whether (1) the firm has complied with all the composites, construction requirements of 
the GIPS standards on a firm-wide basis and (2) the firm’s policies and procedures are designed to calculate 
and present performance in compliance with the GIPS standards. Verification does not ensure the accuracy 
of any specific composite presentation.  
 
Valuations are computed and performances are reported in terms of market value in U.S. dollars based on 
trade dates as of month end, while accounting for dividends reinvested. Net-of-fees returns are calculated net 
of management fees and transaction cost and gross of custodian fees and external consultant or advisory 
fees. Gross-of-fees returns are calculated gross of management, custodial and external consultant or adviso-
ry fees and net of transaction cost. Composite returns are calculated using asset weighted TWR, beginning 
market values, and external cash flows. Gross and Net TWR are based on geometric linking of the month In-
ternal Rate of Return (IRR) based on the portfolio present for the entire month. Individual portfolios are reval-
ued monthly; portfolios also are revalued intra-month when large external cash flows occur in excess of 10% 
of the portfolio’s fair value. SaratogaRIM’s policies for valuing portfolios, calculating performance and prepar-
ing compliant presentations are available upon request. Dispersion is calculated as the asset-weighted stand-
ard deviation of annual net-of-fees portfolio returns around the median portfolio return in the compo-
site. Dispersion is based only on portfolios that were in the composite for the full annual period, and is only 
shown for the annual periods where the composite had more than 5 portfolios for the full year. Internal disper-
sion is only shown when the composite has more than five portfolios for the full annual period. Three year ex-
ternal dispersion (standard deviation) is measured net-of-fees for our composites. Daily reconciliation is per-
formed between the firm’s records and the custodian and broker records through Advent.  
 
S&P 500 Total Return is the total return version of the S&P 500 Index, which has been widely regarded as the 
best single gauge of the large cap U.S. equities market since 1957. The index includes 500 leading compa-
nies in leading industries of the U.S. economy, capturing 75% coverage of U.S. equities. (Note: A total return 
index assumes that all dividends and distributions are reinvested.) The Russell 1000 Growth Index measures 
the performance of the large-cap growth segment of the U.S. equity universe. It includes those Russell 1000 
companies with higher price-to-book ratios and higher forecasted growth values. The Russell 1000 Growth 
Index is constructed to provide a comprehensive and unbiased barometer for the large-cap growth segment. 
The Index is completely reconstituted annually to ensure new and growing equities are included and that the 
represented companies continue to reflect growth characteristics. Russell 1000 Value Index Russell 1000 
Value Index measures the performance of the large-cap value segment of the U.S. equity universe. It in-
cludes those Russell 1000 companies with lower price-to-book ratios and lower expected growth values. The 
Russell 1000 Value Index is constructed to provide a comprehensive and unbiased barometer for the large-
cap value segment. The Index is completely reconstituted annually to ensure new and growing equities are 
included and that the represented companies continue to reflect value characteristics. The MSCI World Index 
is a free float-adjusted market capitalization weighted index that is designed to measure the equity market 
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performance of developed markets. As of May 27, 2010, the MSCI World Index consisted of the various 24 
developed market country indices in Europe, North America and Asia Pacific regions. 
 
The MSCI USA Minimum Volatility (USD) Index aims to reflect the performance characteristics of a minimum 
variance strategy applied to the large and mid-cap USA equity universe. The index is calculated by optimizing 
the MSCI USA Index, its parent index, in USD for the lowest absolute risk (within a given set of constraints). 
Historically, the index has shown lower beta and volatility characteristics relative to the MSCI USA Index. The 
MSCI USA Momentum Index is based on MSCI USA Index, its parent index. It is designed to reflect the per-
formance of an equity momentum strategy by emphasizing stocks with high price momentum, while maintain-
ing reasonably high trading liquidity, investment capacity and moderate index turnover. The MSCI USA En-
hanced Value Index captures large and mid-cap representation across the US equity markets exhibiting over-
all value style characteristics. The index is designed to represent the performance of securities that exhibit 
higher value characteristics relative to their peers within the corresponding GICS® sector. The value invest-
ment style characteristics for index construction are defined using three variables: Price-to-Book Value, Price-
to-Forward Earnings and Enterprise Value-to-Cash flow from Operations. The MSCI USA Sector Neutral 
Quality Index captures large and mid-cap representation across the US equity markets. The index aims to 
capture the performance of securities that exhibit stronger quality characteristics relative to their peers within 
the same GICS® sector by identifying stocks with high quality scores based on three main fundamental varia-
bles: high Return-on-Equity (ROE), low leverage and low earnings variability. The MSCI USA Minimum Vola-
tility (USD) Index was launched on Jun 02, 2008. The MSCI USA Momentum Index was launched on Feb 15, 
2013. The MSCI USA Enhanced Value Index was launched on Dec 12, 2014. The MSCI USA Sector Neutral 
Quality Index was launched on Dec 12, 2014. Data prior to the launch dates is back-tested data (i.e. calcula-
tions of how the index might have performed over that time period had the index existed). There are frequent-
ly material differences between back-tested performance and actual results. Past performance -- whether ac-
tual or back-tested -- is no indication or guarantee of future performance. 
 
Clients may access their portfolio information and reports including client-specific information through our 
website. SaratogaRIM does not custody client assets. We recommend that you compare your client Saratoga 
Research & Investment Management reports with the ones you receive from your custodian(s). The custodian 
of record is required under current law to provide separate account statements. Market values reflected in the 
custodian’s statement and those cited in this report may differ due to the use of different reporting methods. 
To the extent that any discrepancies exist between the custody statement and this report, the custody state-
ment will take precedence. Values may vary slightly because of situations such as rounding, accrued interest 
or the timing of information reporting. A fee statement will be posted on the website showing the amount of 
the Asset-Based fee, the value of clients’ assets on which the Asset-Based fee is based and the specific man-
ner in which the Asset-Based fee was calculated. These statements will be posted for one year, statements 
prior to that timeframe are available upon request. SaratogaRIM agrees never to disclose any financial infor-
mation with regard to any aspect of your portfolios or private personal finances without your permission, un-
less required to do so under the law. If you do not have access to SaratogaRIM’s website please contact us 
at (408) 741-2330. 
 
If you wish to become a client of SaratogaRIM, you will be required to sign an Investment Advisory Agree-
ment that exclusively governs the relationship between you and SaratogaRIM. SaratogaRIM’s privacy policy 
and most recent form ADV are available on SaratogaRIM.com. To receive a complete list and description of 
composites and/or a presentation compliant to the GIPS Standards or a printed copy of our form ADV, please 
contact the CCO, Aileen Braga, at (408) 741-2339 or Aileen@SaratogaRIM.com.  
 
©2016 Saratoga Research & Investment Management. All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be 
reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, including photocopy, re-
cording, or any information storage and retrieval system without permission of copyright holder. Request for 
permission to make copies of any part of the work should be mailed to SaratogaRIM, Attn: Aileen Kay Braga, 
P.O. Box 3552, Saratoga, CA 95070. 
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